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About the Boston Ujima Project

The BOSTON UJIMA PROJECT is organizing neighbors, workers, business owners and investors 
to create a new community controlled economy in Greater Boston. We are challenging 
poverty and developing our communities by organizing savings, businesses and customers to 
grow local wealth and meet our own needs.
 
UJIMA (oo-JEE-mah) is a Swahili word, and the celebrated Kwanzaa principle for “collective 
work and responsibility”. Ujima inspires us to take responsibility for our communities, to see our 
neighbor’s problems as our own, and to build collective power to solve them together.
 
The Ujima Project demonstrates new ways to invest, work, buy, own, and advocate. We are 
driven by a belief that another world possible, and that we can help build it today.

 

About Intelligent Mischief
 
INTELLIGENT MISCHIEF is a creative action design lab using culture, narrative and design to 
hack social change.

Our mission...to boost invention and imagination, realign action logic and experiment with 
new forms of civil society to create atmospheres of change.

We believe in the power of culture. As humans we are deeply entrenched in cultures that lie 
in our conscious and subconscious. These cultural experiences inform our identities, commu-
nities, & politic, and impact how we see the world. At IM, we curate transformative cultural 
experiences and interventions that re-imagine the possibilities and shift the “common sense”.



  
            1.0 Introduction

There is a battle for 
control of our city’s 
economy... 

It is a battle 
we can win.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

“The Boston Ujima Project is working to unite working class residents and workers, small busi-
nesses, grassroots organizations and other local economy stakeholders in a democratic 
community development organization. Ujima’s multi-stakeholder membership will forge a 
new circuit of investment, production and consumption that meets local needs, creates jobs, 
distributes wealth, and models economic democracy. While they fight against the dehu-
manizing effects of capitalism, the Boston Ujima Project builds new infrastructure that allows 
us to live into the future we seek to create.”

The Boston Ujima Project requires a media and cultural strategy to help spread and make 
attractive the ‘Ujima idea’ amongst its diverse stakeholders. Ideally stakeholders would en-
gage with the concept, feeling, and sense of the meaning of ‘Ujima’ in order to create 
participation, engagement, momentum and popular appeal beyond the organizers, activ-
ists, and investors who are currently involved. It is also essential for Ujima to solidify a brand 
that can connect easily with members of their constituency in order to connect between the 
“Ujima idea” and the Ujima initiative itself. To assist in meeting this goal Intelligent Mischief fa-
cilitated a Narrative Lab with Ujima members to determine the framing, narrative and brand 
elements for Ujima and to aid in the development of a Transmedia Strategy, layout and de-
sign of relevant collateral.

The questions posed by this project are: “How can we cultivate participation in Ujima among 
the residents of low-wealth communities in Boston? What is the meaning, feeling, and expe-



rience of Ujima? How can we share Ujima’s vision of transformation instead of the details of 
how Ujima functions? How do we create a culture of ‘Ujima’ in Boston’s neighborhoods?”

This document includes a cultural strategy including a detailed transmedia strategy, frame, 
key imagery, brand elements etc. as well as sample collateral. It is expected that additional 
collateral will be developed/provided as requested by Ujima.

 
If we come  
together we can 
create a future 
where economic 
wealth and power 
is returned to our 
communities and 
shared by all.



               
 
 
   
             2.0 Brand Analysis

Intelligent Mischief conducted a cursory analysis of the Ujima brand by asking a small online 
group (50 ppl) to react to online materials related to the Ujima Solidarity Summit. Participants 
were asked to respond with the first three words that came to mind when looking at the 
facebook event and associated photo below:



 
Tree like branches, 
green because 
of money, and a 
bit confused by 
symbols on the 
right, but maybe 
going to the event 
makes it clearer.

           

             Responses included:
 

Energy 
 

Reliable 
 

Movement

 
Clean

Direct

Informative

 
Small/local businesses; maybe (?) Afrocentric; and 
Killer Mike. (I just saw an article about the impact of 
his comments on transferring money to Black owned 
financial institutions. It sounds like that’s not really what 
this is about, but it popped into my head...).

 
The image conveys the process transparently enough. are these loans with interest. how 
much interest? what if you can’t pay back? those would be some concerns of entre-
preneurs coming in with little capital. i think entrepreneurs selected by community will 
certainly work really hard but a reality is that lot of things systemic that make it difficult for 
small business to stay afloat - not much in place to incentivize. unless there is... and that 
might be useful on diagram. people are punished so much i don’t know if they have faith 
in system to get excited though i’m sure they certainly want to be. trust needs to be con-
veyed more. with hearts and names of programs in place to support success? i’d suggest 
making the images hand drawn. 

 
Network

Diversity

Expansion

 
Smart

Progressive

Equality

 
Growth

Green

Solidarity

 
Informative

&

Busy

 
Don’t know about 
the first three words 
- but don’t love the 
colors, and the lay-
out of information is 

confusing.

 
Ah so cool! what 

an awesome idea. 
Words that came to 

mind are loop,  
return, and ordered

 
It was a bit hard for me to come up with 3 words to describe this 
because I really was confused about what the event actually was. 
First, I probably should know this, but I don’t know what Ujima is. De-
pending on your audience this may or may not resonate with them. 
Is there a way to define it on this flyer? Same with KivaZip. I know it’s 
an app but because the name is not common like PayPal it may 
cause confusion and distract from the purpose of the flyer. Also, I 
would make the images larger- the infographic is what tells the story 
of the flyer. On the same note, I would also use $ or some other com-
mon image for money to symbol the flow of investments to paypal- I 
didn’t immediately correlate investors with the images of the green 
people in a circle. Sorry this is so long but at a first glance it was in-
tuitive what the event was about- I had to really study the image to 
truly understand.



Respondents were primarily people of color living in Boston who are not directly involved with 
Ujima. The responses were overwhelmingly positive with a few respondents expressing confu-
sion. It is important to acknowledge that not all aspects of Ujima’s brand were surveyed and 
that more members of Ujima’s target audience should be surveyed to assess their perception 
of the Ujima brand. 

Given this cursory brand analysis we found that most respondents correctly understood Uji-
ma’s mission, values and principles. Very few respondents described how Ujima made them 
feel and those that did suggested that they might be confused.  
 
Our conclusion is that until now, Ujima’s primary communications and media have relied on 
conveying information, including details about how Ujima functions. This is important espe-
cially for stakeholders who wuill be considering becoming involved financially. 

Given that it is our focus to support Ujima in reaching a wider audience, we felt it important 
to assess the brand from this regard. Ujima’s brand at present seems to resonate best with 
people who are intimately involved with Ujima’s organizing structure, organizing for econom-
ic development, or building wealth within local communities. In building a brand and cultural 
strategy for Ujima we will focus on connecting Ujima to communities through visceral lan-
guage and imagery that convey the transformation that Ujima seeks to bring about.

 Another 
world is  
possible.



Ujima’s online media presence includes a Facebook page, a Twitter account, and a web-
site. We analyzed each of these platforms to get a sense of the brand, messaging, content 
and implicit strategy being conveyed. 

  
 
3.0  
social
media
analysis

“Our city is rich in cultural diversity. But our 
wealth is being stolen. This has caused inequali-
ty and poverty. But we don’t have to struggle  
forever. Together, we can all achieve the  
American Dream.”



 
FACEBOOK 

• 579 Likes 

• Header picture: a picture from Ujima’s solidarity project, color/hue is same as Uji-
ma’s logo-copper brown 

• Short description: The Boston Ujima Project is organizing neighbors, workers, busi-
ness owners and investors to create a community-controlled economy in Greater 
Boston. 

• Long Description: The Boston Ujima Project is an ecosystem designed to strength-
en local economic control and recenter economic power in low income com-
munities and communities of color in Boston. Ujima (oo-JEE-mah) is a Swahili word, 
the celebrated Kwanzaa principle for “collective work and responsibility.” Ujima 
inspires us to take responsibility for our communities, to see our neighbor’s prob-
lems as our own, and to build collective power to solve them together. Through 
Ujima, we are fostering a new economy based on democracy, sustainability and 
justice. 

• 103 photos 

• Photos divided into: Solidarity summit, 2 different interactive workshops, cover 
photos, profile photos, timeline 

• Photos descriptions: people in circles reading handouts, talking/discussing, speak-
ing in front of stage, conference, powerpoint, smiling in group photos, laughing 
pairs, panels, certificate winners, same hue color scheme copper brown, poster 
paper 

• Posts: Ujima upcoming events, a news clearinghouse for allies (events for Just 
cause eviction action, Right to the City Alliance, NAACP), events involving finalist, 
1 post on ally co-op, financial literacy workshops, Ujima map



 
TWITTER

• 157 Followers 

• 203 Following 

• 53 tweets 

• 120 likes 

• Header picture: Ujima’s solidarity summit 

• Posts: repost of allies, repost of news related to solidarity economy, some what 
general activist news, repost post about Ujima, Ujima events 

• No coherent story, no narrative, more of a news clearinghouse

 
WEBSITE 

• Picture of the Solidarity Summit 

• Copper Brown color 

• Current Logo Website 

• Picture of the Solidarity Summit 

• Current Logo 

• simple layout 

• email list signup at top of page 

• single page scroll function 

• embed video of Solidarity summit 

• Visual gallery of Solidarity summit 

• List of sponsors at the bottom 

• downloadable concept paper 

• Ujima concept map 

• all photos from Solidarity summit
• a concept map



 
4.0 Narrative Analysis

Ujima aims “To return economic wealth + power to low-wealth communities in Boston.”

As a multi-stakeholder initiative Ujima has several groups of stakeholders. Primary amongst 
them are:  

1) Low-wealth communities of color particularly located in and around Dudley Square in Rox-
bury, Uphams Corner in Dorchester, and Egleston Square in Jamaica Plain. These communi-
ties consist of small business owners, workers, and residents;  

2) Impact oriented investors;  

3) Local nonprofit ‘anchor’ institutions.

For the purposes of this analysis we will focus on the first stakeholder group as the audience 
for a proposed media and cultural strategy. Ujima as an entity currently interacts primarily 
with staff and volunteers of community organizations and supportive nonprofit organizations.



 
 
“By coming  
together as Ujima, 
we can all have 
what we need to 
survive.”

 
DOMINANT NARRATIVE

Ujima sees itself fighting to resist and to shift a dominant narrative about wealth in Boston that 
is based on the assumption of meritocracy, boot-strapping, scarcity, self interest, assimila-
tion and consumption. The prevailing assumption is that there is not enough wealth to share, 
therefore everyone cannot be wealthy and any attempt to share wealth harken of socialism, 
which is seen as an undesirable political/economic system.

As a result of these assumptions the City aims to keep Boston wealthy by attracting wealthy 
people from outside. Within this narrative, the City’s administration sees themselves as heroes 
alongside, developers, large corporations, young, white, tech entrepreneurs, incubators and 
the associated colleges, universities and relevant industries. As such, those who would disrupt 
this narrative or expose it as untrue, such as City Life/Vida Urbana and other community or-
ganizing groups, working class renters, the homeless, black youth, those who commit crimes 
etc. are seen as villains pitted against the residents of Boston as a whole, particularly the 
middle class, and union members.

This dominant narrative paints a picture of Boston that is a slick, shiny, fabulous city made up 
of high rise glass and concrete structures, a Whole Foods on every corner, farmers markets, 
play areas for the young and wealthy, the seat of intellectual capital and revolutionary histo-
ry. If this narrative of Boston as a ‘world class creative city’ plays out then Ujima foreshadows 
that Boston will become a majority white city with enormous corporate investments where 
everything is new, housing values are skyrocketing, there are only charter schools and there 
will be an increase in policing of black and brown youth. 

 ELEMENTS OF THE UJIMA NARRATIVE 
 
Ujima categorically disavows the dominant 
narrative and puts forth an alternative narra-
tive for economic development, wealth. 

Ujima’s narrative is based on the following 
assumptions and values:

• Hopefulness
• It’s possible to blow up the death star 

(capitalism)
• People can be fundamentally good + can 

make good decisions for themselves + 
their communities

• There is collective genius that isn’t being 
tapped into

• Wealth has been stolen from our commu-
nities

• There is enough for everybody - abun-
dance

• People suffer + struggle + don’t have to



Ujima sees the conflict faced by its constituencies, stakeholders, and audience as:

• Wealth has been stolen
• Battle for control of the city + economy
• We deserve to not have to struggle
• A culture of individualism vs solidarity
• Racial Wealth inequality + poverty
• The economy controls us, we should control the economy
• Assimilating to a capitalist monoculture aka white supremacy or earning your $ in a way 

that comes from a culture that still believes + lives by a culture of Ujima
• Fragmented identities, the best parts of who we are is suppressed vs being a whole per-

son, full of love for our communities
• American Dream = individualism vs having what we need to survive, Ujima creating tradi-

tional paths to the American Dream
• Gotta get mine vs. All of us or none

The characters from Ujima’s perspective is:

Villains:
• Wealthy ppl who control resources
• Politicians
• Cops
• Extractive greedy developers e.g. City Realty 

Heroes:
• Victims are the heroes
• Entrepreneurs
• Community members
• A group of diverse stakeholders
• Youth 

Victims:
• Victims are the heroes
• Ppl who don’t have hope
• Ppl experiencing poverty
• Those experiencing political nihilism

Images that evoke the Ujima narrative include:

• Dancing - throwing force fields at villains
• Fluidity of movement - layered - cultural diversity
• Full whole human beings
• Constructing, building, handing bricks to each other
• Grandmother constructing making meal, feeding ppl
• Occupation
• Pipeline that extracts ppl + resources --> displacement -->  Ujima feeds pipe back into 

itself 
• Community treasure map. Our community is full of treasures weaving together
• Ppl in circles, solidarity



Ujima’s narrative foreshadows:

• Projects that imagine/prefigure the future: coops
• Pooling investments e.g. Summit
• Another world is possible
• We don’t have to be forced to work. We can enjoy work. Bringing humanity back to labor

 

“Ujima creates traditional paths to the  
American Dream. Living our values of  
Ujima, there is enough for everybody.
 
All of us or none.”



 

5.0 Ujima’s Popular Narrative
 
 
Based on the narrative elements listed in the previous section we created a popular narra-
tive for Ujima that is based on three implicit values:

HOPE | ABUNDANCE | SOLIDARITY 
_________ 

#1 STORY OF HOPE

“There is a battle for control of our city’s economy. 

It is a battle we can win.

If we come together we can create a future where (economic) wealth and power is re-
turned to our communities and shared by all.

Another world [Boston] is possible.”
 

____________

 
     #1 STORY OF HOPE



 
     #2 STORY OF ABUNDANCE

“Our city is rich in cultural diversity.

But our wealth is being stolen. This has caused (racial wealth) inequality and poverty.

But we don’t have to struggle [forever]. We can all achieve the American Dream.

By coming together as Ujima, we can all have what we need to survive.

Ujima creates traditional paths to the American Dream.

Living by a culture of Ujima, there is enough for everybody.

All of us or none.”
 

_______________________

 
     #3 STORY OF SOLIDARITY

 
“For years the economy has controlled us. But it is possible for us to control the economy.

Our community is full of treasures.  
And we have within our communities untapped collective genius.

If we come together in solidarity and pool our resources we can make good decisions for 
ourselves and our communities.

With deep love for our communities we share the best parts of ourselves. 

We can bring humanity back to our city. We can bring humanity back to our work.”

___________________________



 
            THE STORY OF UJIMA

“Our city is rich in cultural diversity and our communities are full of treasures. 

But there is a battle for control of our city’s economy. Our wealth has been stolen and our 
economy controls us. There is vast inequality and poverty.

But we don’t have to struggle forever. We can win. 

When we replace individualism with solidarity.  
We can tap into our communities’ collective genius.

By pooling our resources together we can achieve the American Dream and all have what 
we need to survive.  

 
Together we can imagine the future and create a people’s economy that creates  

traditional paths to the American Dream.   
 

Ujima brings us all together to make good decisions for ourselves and our communities.

Another world is possible. A world based on love for our communities.  
A world that requires the best parts of ourselves.

When we live by a culture of Ujima there is enough for everybody. There is abundance. 
When we live by a culture of Ujima we can enjoy work.  

We can bring humanity back to our city.

All of us or none.”

________________________



 6.0 Proposed Brand 
Strategy
LOGO:

We designed a new draft logo for Ujima that incorporated the core Bese Saka adinkra sym-
bol being used in the previous Ujima logo. The Bese Saka adinkra symbol is a West African 
symbol that has been used to symbolized the Kwanzaa principle of Ujima and means:  
 
 “‘sack of cola nuts’, affluence, power, abundance, plenty, togetherness and unity”

 We then incorporated the wheel or gear symbol currently being used by several coopera-
tive sector initiatives around the country (e.g. Cooperation Jackson, Cooperation Texas) as 
well as the Cooperative symbol of the twin trees. 

In terms of the colors we opted to go with bright colors that conveyed hope (blue) and 
abundance (gold/bright yellow) with elements of green to symbolize sustainability. 

TAGLINE:

For the purpose of the popular culture strategy we suggest using the following taglines intera-
changeably: 



 

 
  UJIMA: Hope. Abundance. Solidarity 

 
 

              
 
 
 
 
 

BOSTON UJIMA PROJECT
Building an Economy of Hope

        BOSTON UJIMA PROJECT 
                 Building an Economy of Abundance 
 
 
             UJIMA: Building a People’s Economy



IMAGERY: Any images used in Ujima promotions and marketing should have the following 
features:
• Conveys hopefulness, positive future, inspiration
• Includes two or more persons, looking forward, facing the camera, smiling, involving the 

viewer in Ujima
• Conveys people working together, sharing food, shopping at Ujima businesses
• Conveys that ‘We have enough’, abundance, bountifulness
• Sharing, taking care of each other
• Includes bright colors, high saturation
• The viewer is a participant in the story and seems to ask, “Don’t you want to be in the 

story too”
• Plain, simpl language/communication, easy access, resonant messages
• Imagery of people doing things together in community e.g. A Choir, Swap Meet, Artists, 

Block Parties, A potluck etc.
• white bold font on colorful backgrounds
• Show that Ujima has a lot of people. A form of power. There is a lot of us together. Any-

thing is possible if we do it together. 
 
LANGUAGE: 
The narrative provides the basis of the language that should be used to convey the mes-
sage of Ujima. Whenever possible the baseline assumptions included in the narrative 
should be used:

• Hope and its synonyms
• Abundance and its synonyms
• Solidarity and its synonyms
• Defining Ujima. Other words that mean together/collective/collaborative etc 

 
 
FEELINGS TO CONVEY: 
The core purpose of a transmedia marketing strategy is to connect community members 
with a set of values and feelings that make Ujima relatable, familiar, and relevant. The 
feelings that Ujima communications should communicate ate:

• Hope
• Possibility
• Love
• Joy
• Belonging
• Togetherness
• Shared power
• Community 

 
Examples include: 

Pixel “Together by you” - Google 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9o9NmuZ8Qls

AND

LeBron Together - Nike
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6S1JoCSVNU 
 



 
For years the economy has controlled 
us. But it is possible for us to control 
the economy.  
 
Our community is full of  treasures and 
untapped collective genius.  
 
If  we come together in solidarity and 
pool our resources we can make good 
decisions that benefit all of  us. With 
deep love for our communities we 
share the best parts of  ourselves.  
 
We can bring humanity back to our city. 
We can bring humanity back to our 
work. 

Ujima
hope | abundance | solidarity



 
There is a battle for control of  our city’s economy.  It is a battle we can win.

If  we come together we can create a future where wealth and power is returned to our 
communities and shared by all.

Another world is possible. 

Ujima
hope | abundance | solidarity



 
7.0 Ujima Transmedia 
Strategy
What is Transmedia?: Before we jump into the strategy itself let’s go over what is transmedia, 
how it differs from regular media and why we have chosen this route. Transmedia is the 
technique to share a coordinated story experience told across multiple media platforms with 
maximum targeted audience engagement. The story unfolds across different media plat-
forms, each platform adds something unique and valuable and each piece motivates to 
seek out the others. For the audience this creates different points of entry, designed for par-
ticipation and content creation. This will create trust of Ujima’s brand through shared experi-
ence. Because Ujima’s goal is to have their audience commit to an action the storytelling + 
shared experience aspect of Trasmedia seems to be conducive for this purpose. The trans-
media strategy contains elements of experience design and engagement strategy.



 
Ujima creates traditional paths to the  

American Dream by bringing us all together 
to make good decisions for ourselves and our 

communities.

Ujima Coupons: 
This should be modeled after the sales papers that most people in Ujima’s target audience 
receive in the mail. It will consist of coupons and a directory for participating Ujima busi-
nesses along with 1 page describing Ujima. The paper can be distributed as an insert in the 
Boston Banner and other local newspapers including Spanish language papers and the JP 
Gazette. This will serve as the first step in the story that will lead increase awareness of Ujima.
 This approach will coincide with an Ujima Community Business Standards that will include 
stickers and posters being placed in Ujima businesses. 

Ujima Market: 
Ujima should host a flea market or bazaar showcasing its participating businesses that do not 
have storefronts. This should be either monthly or quarterly event with the intention of building 
enough capacity to be held weekly. This will allow Ujima to develop a space for their audi-
ence to actually experience local, sustainable small businesses and allow Ujima to have a 
reliable connection to it target audience. This can be done in participation with the various 
Main Streets.

Ujima Treasure Hunts:
This will be a connected interactive activity that can be engagement at all of Ujima’s events 
but primarily at the Ujima market. This will build off of Ujima’s story of hidden treasures of Bos-
ton. Teams will be given maps to find and identify treasures that will lead the participant to 
learning about businesses and Ujima’s principles, values and community.

A Taste of Ujima (Sunday Dinners):
Ujima should also bring back its community investment event into a community dinner along 
the lines of Feast. It will be a monthly dinner where the investors/participants eat and hear 
the presentations of the vying co-op businesses and vote on who receives the money. The 
shared experience will build a community that will identify as Ujima and Ujima will have a 
recurring service and event for the community. This could happen in collaboration with the 
Boston Cooperative Investment Club and can be potluck dinners taking places across the 
Ujima community e.g. The Food Project, Dudley Cafe, Fairmount Innovation Lab etc.

Ujima postcards, T-shirts, Video: These can either represent the Ujima brand directly or con-
vey messages that are in supportive of the Ujima values and principles in less explicit ways. 
These can include postcards of Boston’s hidden treasures. T-shirts that include the principles 
of Collaboration, Cooperation, Community. etc.

Ujima website, FB page, Twitter, Instagram.
While Ujima’s community is primarily an in-person community, web and social media pres-



ence will allow for a central information portal for Ujima events, promotions and activities. 
First and foremost Ujima’s website, and social media pages should be consistent in their 
representation of the Ujima brand (see earlier brand strategy section). It is also recommeded 
that the Ujima website be the central landing point for all things Ujima. Facebook should pri-
marily be used to drive people to the Ujima website and to share events. Facebook and twit-
ter should both be used to share stories that convey Ujima values. These can be stories about 
cooperation, cooperatives, collaboration, new economy, community, Boston love, Boston’s 
hidden treasures, local small businesses, community events etc.  Instagram should be used to 
share pictures from Ujima events in accordance with the Ujima brand. In terms of 2017 goals, 
Ujima should aim for the following:

> 1000 facebook Likes
> Establish and Instagram Page
> 500 Twitter followers
> 2-3 facebook posts per day - events, stories
> 5-8 twitter posts per day - stories, ideas, elements of the narrative
> 1- 2 Instagram posts per day - photos, memes 

Article or column in local papers/Medium/radio show:
Another element of the Ujima Narrative will be to write think pieces and blog posts that share 
the concept of the Ujima project, reflections on aspects of the narrative, establishes the 
understanding of the current reality and shares the vision for Ujima. These blog posts should 
happen weekly and be contextualized within the growth of the Ujima project. They should 
also let people in to what questions and progress Ujima is making and invite people to partic-
ipate in Ujima in a number of ways.

Billboard and Posters:
Ujima should rent billboards in Egleston, Dudley, Mattapaon and Uphams Corner that are es-
sentially large versions of the Ujima posters. This will correspond with posters in store windows 
that carry messaging including Ujima’s narrative and branding.

Talks, Workshops, Parties:
Ujima should host talks on the history and meaning of cooperativism and people’s economy. 
There should also be a workshop series on small business development, cooperatives 101, 
sustainability, community gardening etc. This can take the form of a community skill share 
series. There should also be celebrations and parties that bring people together in joy, love 
and hope.

Artist Residencies: Ujima should host an artist in residence via the Expressing Boston Fellowship 
or other artists residency programs. This will empower and artist or artist collective to create 
socially engaged arts experiences that engage community members in creative activities 
like mural making, art making etc. that invite people’s participation in developing the Ujima 
concept and integrating it with their existing community development ideas.

Cultural Organizer: It is our strong recommendation that Ujima hire a second community 
organizer whose work will focus on cultural organizing and the implementation of the Trans-
media Strategy.




